Human Comfort
Section Preview

This section discusses the following topics:

Factors of human comfort including air temperature,
motion and cleanliness, and the relative humidity of the air
HVAC engineering standards
Perceptions of comfort

Factors of Human
Comfort

As mentioned earlier, the fundamental purpose of HVAC
systems is to provide human comfort.
Human comfort and the amount of air conditioning required for a
given space is determined by controlling four air factors:

Air temperature
Air motion
Air cleanliness

Relative humidity of the air
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Air Temperature
A healthy human body constantly generates more heat than it
needs. It disposes of that excess heat through the skin in the
three ways we discussed earlier:

Conduction (when you touch something cooler)

Convection (to the passing air)
Radiation (to other objects that are cooler)

If your body can't rid itself of heat fast enough, you perspire. If
your body loses too much heat too rapidly, it experiences
coldness.
The colder the surrounding ambient temperature, the more heat
your body loses.
For energy savings and comfort too, set the thermostat to 65" in
cold weather and 78"in warm weather.
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HVAC Engineering
Standards

Air conditioning systems are supposed tp make people more
comfortable. But in actuality, many systems fall short of this
goal.
Complaints a bout offices being too hot or too cold head the list in
the work environment; especially complaints about it being too
cold in the summer.
Most air conditioning systems have a poor overall performance
record. But there are techniques that can substantially reduce
energy demand for space cooling while simultaneously making
people more comfortable, healthy, and productive.
There are engineering standards for air conditioning system
design and how the design should meet human comfort
requirements. Indoor design conditions, including indoor design
temperature and humidity conditions for general comfort
applications, must be in accordance with the comfort criteria
established in ANSllASHRAE Standard 55-2004, "Thermal
Environmental Conditions for Human Occupancy."
Standard 55-2004, "Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human
Occupancy," is a revision of Standard 55-1992.The standard sets
forth the conditions at which a specified amount of the occupants
of a building will find the environment "thermally acceptable."

ANSI is the American National Standards Institute and ASHRAE
the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Engineers, Inc.
Standard 55-2004 takes into account many factors including:
Temperature
Humidity
Metabolic activity
Clothing and furniture
Radiant temperature
Air movement
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Perceptions of Comfort

Often meeting HVAC standards is difficult because:
Variation between individuals and their different
perceptions of comfort
Each individual feels different at different times and will
have substantial variation in their metabolic rate

AC systems are allowed a range of comfort conditions
The environment itself changes (dynamic comfort
conditions)

Variation Between Individuals
HVAC systems can be designed so that different building areas or
"zones" are handled separately. This means that inevitably some
people will be comfortable and others will not be comfortableespecially considering people wear different types of clothing and
work in areas that receive different airspeed levels.
But with individual climate control, especially control of airspeed,
human diversity becomes an advantage: space cooling can be
concentrated on those who need it more., and in the forms they
find most helpful, without overcooling people who need it less.

Variation Over Time
The metabolic rate of each individual also will vary on different
days and at different times of the day. The metabolic rate and how
a person feels at a given moment will vary according to diet,
mood, stress, state of health, etc.
Allowing individual control of local climate lets occupants
constantly adjust conditions to meet changing needs. In contrast
are the one-size-fits-all settings that can result in varying degrees
of discomfort.
Since people's needs for comfort do not all vary in the same
pattern, this can again be expected to save energy (through
greater load diversity) while improving comfort and control.
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